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"The CPC market is expected to grow slowly into 2018.
Better engagement of dads, creating products to keep

children in the category for longer, and reinvigorating the
struggling haircare segment could help accelerate sales

growth for this market."
– Gabriela Elani, Home & Personal Care Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• How to better engage with dads
• How to reinvigorate a struggling haircare segment
• How to keep children in CPC market for longer

Total US retail sales for the CPC (children’s personal care) market are $686 million in 2013. Sales have
fluctuated in the past few years because parents do not view the children’s versions of each personal
care product as being “must buys” for their children when there are adult products that offer the same
benefits. Mintel expects that the market will grow very slowly in the next few years. Much of this
growth will be driven by the growing suncare and bath and body care segments. Products in these
segments tend to cost more than other CPC products and brands have been focused on delivering
functional skin-specific benefits for children in recent years.

The biggest challenge for this market is that parents struggle to see the value in buying certain CPC
products when adult iterations offer the same benefits and can be used by more than one person in the
household. In order to grow the market and increase parents’ incidence of purchase, brands will have
to continue exploring new functional benefits that they can integrate into CPC products that better
differentiate them from adult versions. Products with preventive health benefits (such as toothpaste
that delivers cold/flu fighting ingredients) and that make parents’ management of their children’s
hygiene easier will resonate the most strongly with parents. In addition, developing tween-specific
products as part of this category is an opportunity that brands can pursue to keep children in the
category for longer before they transition to using only adult products.

The key topics of focus for the 2014 report include understanding which CPC products parents are
buying, why they buy them, and what product attributes and claims they take into consideration when
making these purchases. This report also puts a strong emphasis on determining what product benefits
and attributes parents are the most interested in and willing to pay more for, in order to give market
players guidelines as to what product functionalities will be needed to better compete with adult
products.

This report builds on the analysis presented in Mintel’s Children’s Personal Care—US, March 2012 and
previous reports with this same title in December 2010, June 2007, May 2005, and August 2003.
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Smaller companies account for greatest share, but experienced declines
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MULO sales of children’s oral care products
Figure 22: MULO sales of children’s oral care products, by leading companies, 2012 and 2013
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Energizing Holdings experiences declines

Smaller, niche companies see gains
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Figure 23: MULO sales of children’s suncare products, by leading companies, 2012 and 2013
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Unilever sees strong gains with Suave Kids body wash products
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Introduction of Dial Kids boosts sales for Henkel Group

MULO sales of children’s bath and body care products
Figure 24: MULO sales of children’s bath and body care products, by leading companies, 2012 and 2013
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Unilever struggles with Suave Kids haircare products
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MULO sales of children’s haircare products
Figure 25: MULO sales of children’s haircare products, by leading companies, 2012 and 2013
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More than half of kids say they use “other brands” of shampoo
Figure 37: Preferred shampoo brands, by gender and age, May 2012-June 2013
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Purchase of CPC Products

Use and Brand Preferences of Kids
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Figure 40: Factors influencing purchase of kid-specific personal care products, January 2014
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Parents willing to pay more for added functional benefits
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Ingredients, packaging, and product reviews matter to Hispanics
Figure 51: Factors influencing purchase of kid-specific personal care products, by race/Hispanic origin, January 2014

Hispanics more willing than Whites to pay more for new functionalities

Shopping Behaviors

Purchase Considerations
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Interest in New Products
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Figure 52: Interest in and willingness to pay more for new kid-specific personal care products and attributes, by race/Hispanic origin,
January 2014

Segment performance
Figure 53: Total US retail sales of children’s personal care products, by segment, at current prices, 2011 and 2013

Retail channels
Figure 54: Total US retail sales of children’s personal care products, by channel, at current prices, 2011-13
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Figure 55: Product claims associated with CPC product launches, 2008-14
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Figure 56: Kid-specific personal care products purchased, by gender and age, January 2014
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Shopping behaviors
Figure 72: Shopping for kid-specific personal care products, by household income, January 2014
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Product claims
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Race and Hispanic origin
Figure 76: Shopping for kid-specific personal care products, by race/Hispanic origin, January 2014

Figure 77: Claims influencing purchase of kid-specific personal care products, by race/Hispanic origin, January 2014
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